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Abstract. As a counterpart to best approximation in normed
linear spaces, best simultaneous approximation was introduced.
In this paper, we shall consider the relation between simultaneous
proximinality M in X and Lp(S, M) in Lp(S, X). Finally we give
some results in simultaneous Chebyshev subspaces.

1. Introduction

Let X be a normed linear space, W be a subspace of X and C be a
bounded set in X. We define

d(C, W ) = infw∈W supc∈C ||c− w||.
Then a point w0 ∈ W is said to be a best simultaneous approximation
for C from W if d(C, W ) = supc∈C ||c−w0||. If each bounded set C has
at least one best simultaneous approximation in W , then W is called
a simultaneous proximinal subspace of X. If W is a simultaneous
proximinal subspace in X, then W is closed in X. If each bounded
set C has a unique best simultaneous approximation in W , then W is
called a simultaneous Chebyshev subspace of X.

Let W be a subspace of a normed linear space X. Then for a bounded
set C in X, we put

SW (C) = {w0 ∈ W : d(C, W ) = supc∈C ||c− w0||}
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the set of all best simultaneous approximations for C from W . It is
clear that SW (C) is a bounded and convex subset of X.

Let X be a Banach space and (S,M, µ) be a finite measure space.
A function ϕ : S → X is said to be simple if its range contains only
finitely many points x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ X, and if ϕ−1(xi) is measurable
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Such ϕ can be written as ϕ =

∑n
i=1 xiχEi

, where

χ
Ei

is the characteristic function of the set Ei = ϕ−1(xi). A function
f : S → X is said to be strongly measurable if there exists a sequence
{ϕn} of simple functions with limn→∞ ‖ϕn(t)−f(t)‖ = 0 for µ−almost
all t ∈ S.

The space of Bochner p-integrable functions is denoted by Lp(S, X)
which contains of all strongly measurable functions f : S → X such
that ∫

S

‖f(t)‖pdµ(t) < ∞ , 1 ≤ p < ∞ ·

The norm in Lp(S, X) is defined to be ‖f‖p = (
∫

S
‖f(t)‖pdµ(t))

1
p . It is

known that Lp(S, X) is a Banach space. It is clear that if W is a closed
subspace of a Banach space X, then Lp(S, W ) is a closed subspace of
Lp(S, X), 1 ≤ p < ∞.

2. Radon-Nikodym Property

Definition 2.1. A Banach space X has the Radon-Nikodym property
with respect to (S,M, µ) if for each µ-continuous, bounded variation
strongly measurable f : S → X, there exists g ∈ L1(S, X) such that
f(E) =

∫
E

gdµ for all E ∈M.
A Banach space X has the Radon-Nikodym property if X has the

Radon-Nikodym property with respect to every finite measure space
(S,M, µ).

Lemma 2.2. ([2]) Let (S,M, µ) be a finite measure space 1 ≤ p <
∞, and X be a Banach space. Then Lp(S, X)∗ = Lq(S, X∗) where
p−1 + q−1 = 1, if and only if X∗ has Radon-Nikodym property with
respect to (S,M, µ).

As we know, a Banach space X is reflexive if and only if each bounded
sequence in X has a weakly convergent subsequence. Using this fact
and the above lemma, we show that the Banach space X is reflexive if
and only if Lp(S, X) is reflexive.
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Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is reflexive if and
only if Lp(S, X) is reflexive for 1 ≤ p < ∞.

3. Best simultaneous approximation in Lp(S, X)

Best approximation in Lp(S, X) has considered by some authors for
instance Khalil [4], but best simultaneous approximation has not been
considered yet. In this section we give characterizations of best si-
multaneous approximination in Lp(S, X). We start with the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let W be a closed subspace of X. Then g ∈ L1(S, W )
is a best approximation for an element f of L1(S, X) if and only if for
almost all s ∈ S, g(s) is a best approximation for f(s).

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a reflexive space. Then every closed subspace
of X is simultaneous proximinal subspace of X.

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a reflexive space and W be a closed subspace of
X. Then Lp(S, W ) is a simultaneous proximinal subspace of Lp(S, X).

Corollary 3.4. Let W be a closed subspace of the reflexive Banach
space X. Then Lp(S, W ) is a proximinal subspace of Lp(S, X).

Theorem 3.5. Let X be a reflexive space and W be a closed subspace
of X. If L1(S, W ) is a simultaneous Chebyshev subspace of L1(S, X),
then W is a simultaneous Chebyshev subspace of X.

Corollary 3.6. Let H be a Hilbert space and W is a closed subspace
of H. then W is a simultaneous Chebyshev subspace of H if and only
if Lp(S, W ) is a simultaneous Chebyshev subspace of Lp(S, H).
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